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Abstract

With the supervision from source domain only in class-level, existing unsupervised domain adaption (UDA) methods mainly learn the domain-invariant representations from a shared feature extractor, which causes the source-bias problem. This paper proposes an unsupervised domain adaption approach with Teacher-Student Competition (TSC). In particular, a student network is introduced to learn the target-specific feature space, and we design a novel competition mechanism to select more reliable pseudo-labels for the training of student network. We introduce a teacher network with the structure of existing conventional UDA method, and both teacher and student networks compete to provide target pseudo-labels to constrain every target sample’s training in student network. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed TSC framework significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art domain adaption methods on Office-31 and ImageCLEF-DA benchmarks.

Motivation

Domain shift in data distributions across domains is a major obstacle for transferring the model trained on the source domain to the target domain.

To mitigate it, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), traditional unsupervised domain adaptation method focuses on aligning source and target features in a common feature space through statistics measures or adversarial learning to learn domain-invariant feature representations.

However, with the supervision from source domain only in class-level, the adapted feature space is source-biased. So target feature distributions are aligned forcibly under such a source-biased criterion, thus making the classification boundaries not fit well for target domain.

As illustrated in Fig. 1 (b), to tackle the source-bias problem, we build a target-specific student network, which is fed into target data only, to learn a target-specific feature space. But this network can’t be constrained without any target ground-truth labels during training.

We introduce existing conventional UDA methods to provide target pseudo-labels as a reference, like a teacher to guide the student. But we are not going to make the student network copy the teacher network. So the reference are not used to train student network directly.

Instead, we design a competition module to select the more reliable pseudo-labels.

Our motivation of competition module comes from teacher-student learning process in human learning, which is a process of chasing and surpassing. At the initial stage of learning, a student learns knowledge with the guidance of his teacher mainly. When student gets further understanding about the task, he makes his own predictions with higher and higher confidence. When student makes prediction with higher credibility than his teacher in the later phase of the learning, he does believe himself even if his prediction is inconsistent with which of teacher, which is key to enable student to breakthrough the inherent error of teacher.

Contributions

To alleviate the source-biased problem, a target-specific student network is built to learn a target-specific feature space.

A novel pseudo-label selection strategy, in which pseudo-labels from teacher network and student network compete to be the final pseudo-label training for student network.

Extensive experimental results demonstrate that our method achieves state of the art performance on common benchmark domain adaption tasks.

Results

Table 1 and Table 2 show that our TSC+DANN and TSC+CDAN outperform state of the art results on most DA tasks and bring excellent increments over DANN and CDAN.

Conclusion

Our proposed TSC significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art domain adaption methods.

More separable target feature space can be achieved by introducing our competition model to tackle the source-bias problem.

Future Work

Consider to set the hyper parameter $T_f$ dynamically and smoothly to improve the performance further.
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